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When a blizzard sets its sights on your city, all you can do is hunker down with hot cocoa, firewood, and the last remaining battery on your devices. If the power is a styst, at least you'll have each other for the company. Even with loved ones around you, the cold can be annoying, to say the least. Snow can coop all together indoors, but
that doesn't mean everyone has to suffer at the hands of boredom. When the conversation ends, the film is the best medium for a quiet lair. And boy we have winter movies for you. A lot of different stories occur among the snow. There are tried and out and true romantic comedies that will have you snuggling with your partner as well as
icy fantasy and drama adventures. We chose a little bit of everything for your movie menu this winter, so take off with an extra blanket and enjoy. Warner Bros' Tom Hanks is the main voice in this underrated winter film. It's a joyous family film designed for the weeks leading up to the holidays or to extend the fun season into the gloomy
months of the New Year. Rent or buy: Amazon, Apple or Google Play. Coproduction Office Sweden has a unique dry humor, and if you share it, this Oscar-nominated film is a must to see. It's cynical and dark, with jokes aimed at masculinity and power. Stream: Hulu, Kanopy Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play. Fox Searchlight
Pictures While almost every Wes Anderson film is great for any occasion, the Grand Budapest Hotel is ripe for a cold day with family. It's filled with flowers, action and humor, and the combination earned him four Oscars. Rent or buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Anonymous content Jennifer Lawrence had a remarkable performance
breakthrough in this cold drama. The shock in the story may have been part of what earned the film so many awards, making it worth a look at the uneventful day of snow. Stream: Amazon Prime, Hulu Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play 20th Century Fox This is one of the best rom-com movies, especially considering its stars
Meg Ryan and Billy Crystal. The chronology of history is not limited to the winter months, but some of the best action occurs when the leaves turn. Stream: Showtime, Amazon Prime Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Sony Pictures Holiday Life swap rom-com that winter requires. With a star cast, including Cameron Diaz and
Jack Black, there's never a dull moment. Stream: Freeform Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Warner Bros This masterpiece Kubrick classic horror movie, a favorite of almost everyone, including viewers who tend to avoid the genre. Watching an waiting blizzard is not recommended if you are looking for an exciting viewing
experience. Stream: Netflix Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Anonymous Content This Dramatic Survival Flick earned Leonardo DiCaprio his only Oscar. than you get worked on other performances that deserve to deserve Find this movie as well as starring Tom Hardy-available anywhere you buy movies. Rent or buy:
Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Walt Disney Pitcures Universal Movie, Nightmare Before Christmas has earned a cult following. Do we like to watch it around Halloween and Christmas because who doesn't love a great holiday musical? Stream: Hulu Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Walt Disney Pictures Narnia is a world that
exists in the eternal winter, so it seemed like the perfect choice for our snow day list. Fantastic World is not only reserved for readers of the series either; Expect great performances from Tilda Swinton and James McAvoy (Lion, Witch and the Wardrobe), Peter Dinklage (Prince Caspian) and more. Rent or buy: Amazon or Google Play
Revolution Studios If you can't watch the musical Rent, the abbreviated version of the film is still a touching and cross-looking new York working class. Stream: Netflix Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play StudioCanal Veterans Love Actually Fan Club will attest to its longevity. This film is not so much about romance as about the
transient nature of love and how it affects many different people. It will certainly warm even the iciest hearts this winter. Stream: Netflix Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play 20th Century Fox Macaulay Culkin is the conniving kid at the heart of the Home Alone franchise, and his ingenious schemes are enviable. It's a movie for wild
fantasies, regardless of age. Stream: Starz Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Sony Pictures At this stage of climate change, the concept of Groundhog Day is almost outdated, but this romantic comedy starring Bill Murray and Andie McDowell is always appropriate. Warm laughter will withstand the cold weather. Stream:
Amazon Prime Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Warner Bros While not minted classics on the awards shows, this Chris Columbus-written script has a cult following of its own. As it turns out, these blunt creatures come with their own set of rules, and the hijinks that ensue when they're broken earned the film decades of
laughs. Rent or buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Charles Chaplin Productions Even movie buffs find it hard to find this Charlie Chaplin title. But it is worth looking, especially when winter has made your joy a howled. This farce comedy is suitable for all ages. Stream: Amazon Prime, Kanopy Rent or Buy: Amazon Walt Disney Pictures If
you're one of the few people left in the world who haven't seen this movie or are fed up with its Oscar-winning song Let It Go, then Frozen should be at the top of your list of snow day movies. The whim itself will make you forget about the cold outside. Stream: Starz Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play 20th Century Fox There are
two Coen brothers movies that are vying for the title of their best, and Fargo is one of them. (The other Big Lebowski, of course.) about inept criminals and human investigators responsible for doling out justice, although the story never goes in the direction you expect. Stream: HBO Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play Focus
Features While this story explores the idea of memory and destiny, there seems to be only one type of customization, and it's covered in snow and ice. The name may conjure up bright summer rays, but the Eternal Sun is a cerebral romantic dramedy. Stream: Netflix Rent or Buy: Amazon, Apple, or Google Play 20th Century Fox One of
the greatest action franchises also doubles as a fantastic Christmas movie alternative. The first in the series includes the late Alan Rickman as the main villain. Rent or buy: Amazon, Apple, Google Play The idea of watching a good movie after a long, difficult or especially unpleasant day can be the perfect solution. The film, like books,
music, and a host of other human inventions, is partly designed with the idea of escaping in mind. During an early history you can watch your family die around you a young cold all the time slave away for two turnips. The story in all its forms was a good way to forget that you had to bury your mom, dad and grandfather earlier that morning
next to your only goat. Today's day and age has different challenges and tribulations, but the fact remains that our society undoubtedly uses television and movies to avoid. Two hours later you were adequately distracted and raised and may be ready to return to fight the daily grind the next day. Of course, there are many different kinds of
bad days, and sometimes you need the right kind of movie to change the mood. Let's take a look at a few different kinds of weekends you might have and what our prescribed film treatments are for this particular crisis. Bad day at work? Maybe you lost your job, or maybe it just was a long day at the end of a long week, but most people
have a day off at work anyway before they hit retirement. Well, when the inevitable time comes, we have great upbeat but sympathetic movies so you've been through the struggle. The first has to be, out of necessity, Office Space, a 90s comedy that has become a classic go-to movie when work gets you down, especially for a scene in
which employees bust apart a company computer with various tools in a fit of rage. That being said, the film has a happy ending, with Milton's much-abused side character left sitting on a sunny beach with plenty of money, and the main character finds a career that satisfies him. Ferris Bueller's Day Off, starring Matthew Broderick, is
another wonderful feel-good film about making a well-deserved day off. After a long day, it may serve as inspiration for the next day, or it may just help you forget some less than warm While you watch Broderick lip-syncing twist and shout at the float in the middle of the street. Fight your significant other? Whether it's a breakup or just
really bad bad Fighting with this special guy or girl tends to leave one in a bad mood. Now, some might argue that 500 days of summer and the eternal sun of impeccable reason don't feel good about movies, but they both have hopeful and romantically open endings without being too saccharine or written by Nicholas Sparks. And they
might leave the audience feeling better with a warm and meaningful end, despite not the cliches of love stories you see elsewhere. 500 Days of Summer takes a look at the relationship as it falls apart, and how one takes herself back, while the eternal sun of the impeccable mind looks at the pain of bad and good memories and the desire
to stay together despite this pain. An existential crisis? Some days are bad because of more than just minutae. Whether it's the beginning of a midlife crisis or the end of an era, there are days when the meaning of life just feels ungraspable. The secret life of Walter Mitty is especially appropriate if the crisis of a career is linked as he puts
into perspective an adventure that life can be like finding love, and how a person can be important without even knowing it. Walter Mitty, played by Ben Stiller, is a man with an active imagination, but a pretty mundane life, or so he thinks. But when he loses an important photo at work, he goes on an incredible adventure and discovers a lot
about himself. I Heart Huckabees is a more direct solution to existential angst, following husband and wife as a team hired to figure out existential problems and people's questions. Noisy neighbors? We all had a neighbor who just didn't know how to keep the volume up to a reasonable level while holding you late into the night. Or maybe
they would like to leave things in your backyard, or their dog thinks your rose bushes are his personal stomping grounds. Either way, there are a few comedies that can help put things in perspective and remind us that it can always be worse. Neighbors, a comedy-looking Seth Rogen, features a new father who is forced to live next to a
fraternity and all the wicked nightmares that come out of him. As a whole nine yards is an old movie, but still a classic. Starring Bruce Willis (Die Hard) and Matthew Perry (Friends) in the tale of a nervous dentist wreck with a monster-wife, and his recently moved to a neighbor who turns out to be a gangster on the run. Problems with the
car? Nothing can ruin a day faster than an unsuitable car crash, whether it's a flat wheel, a wing bender, or some unknown source of steam coming out from under the hood. Having a car break down is like having a very expensive child get sick and then refuse to let you go to work. Luc kily, for those days when you feel that your way of
transporting is perhaps the most uncomfortable and dangerous in the world, there is Little Miss Sunshine, feel good family film featuring one of the best old-fashioned car problems out there - the kind where you have to push the car to its going. Going. At the top of this bit of humor, the film itself is incredibly touching, focusing on family
grief, grief, and the importance of supporting each other and not being afraid to eat ice cream for breakfast. Planes, Trains and Cars is a classic Steve Martin film, covering basically any transport mountain ever experienced on this land. More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Follow Anthea Mitchell on Twitter @CSAntheaM @CSAntheaM
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